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Mark Safarik is a retired senior profiler with the FBI’s Behavioral 

Analysis Unit who has dedicated his career to helping law enforce-

ment agencies worldwide catch serial offenders. Alan Jacobson is 

the USA Today bestselling author of over a dozen novels, includ-

ing the critically acclaimed thriller series featuring the enigmatic 

FBI profiler Karen Vail and the OPSIG Team Black covert ops 

books. Jacobson spent seven years researching serial killers with 

Safarik and other members of the FBI profiling unit. 

 

e go about our lives doing those things we 

deem necessary: we lock our houses and we 

lock our car doors. We keep a front porch 

light on at night. And we watch our children when they’re 

scurrying about the local playground. But sometimes 

there are others watching our loved ones, too. Nefarious 

individuals who are out for no good, whose sole purpose 

in life is to satisfy their needs by committing violent 

crime. Or to cause property damage or take from you that 

which is not theirs.  

Staying safe is a mindset as much as it is a checklist of 

things to do. We must be aware that these criminals walk 

among us, and we have to take this risk seriously. Does 

this mean we have to walk around constantly checking 

over our shoulder, waiting for something bad to happen? 

Absolutely not. But the FBI likes to say that a little para-

noia can be a healthy thing.  

W 
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We’re going to share principles with you that will help 

keep you and your loved ones safe. This is merely a pri-

mer, because the topic is far ranging and there’s no way 

to cover every scenario that could arise. There are a mil-

lion variables that can come into play. But if you can 

glean some lessons from what we’re about to outline be-

low, you’ll begin to understand what you can do, and 

how you can protect yourself. 

The old saying is that it’s not enough to give a hungry 

person a piece of fish; instead, give him a pole and teach 

him how to fish. That’s what we’re going to do. Below is 

your pole, and a figurative instruction manual on how to 

use it.  

 

Background concepts of crime 
Known acquaintance vs. stranger-on-stranger crime 

According to studies conducted by the FBI and other law 

enforcement agencies, the majority of violent crimes are 

committed by people who have some level of relationship 

with their victims.  That’s the good news, because we 

have some degree of control over the situation. If we 

know someone has a violent history, we can choose not 

to socialize with that individual; or if we know he shows 

violent tendencies when he drinks alcohol, we can avoid 

him in those settings. Clearly, this is a simplification—we 

can’t always choose the time and place where we interact 

with people. But by and large, we have some modicum of 

control over this type of violence.  
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In the late seventies, research was published in an area 

called “routine activities theory.” The theory holds that 

people often travel in fairly consistent patterns. They go 

to work, go shopping, visit relatives, go to the health club, 

and go home. Everyone has his or her own pattern of ac-

tivity. When two different people’s activities intersect, 

and one is inclined to act out violently, that act of violence 

may occur when your activities intersect with theirs.  

The closer the relationship between two people, the 

greater likelihood their daily activity patterns will inter-

sect with, or overlap, one another. During this overlap, 

should one party act out violently, there is a greater like-

lihood that injury will result to the other person. This is 

why most of the violent crime occurs between people who 

have some level of relationship. The probability that they 

will be in the vicinity of the person committing a violent 

crime is high. In many cases, it is the interaction between 

them that sparks the violence.   

This is clearly the case in domestic violence events where 

an argument escalates to physical confrontation—which 

escalates further to serious injury or death. Another ex-

ample would be a bar fight where two individuals have 

intersected in an atmosphere that fosters violent confron-

tations: male posturing may enter into the equation, loud 

music, or “gang behavior” in which someone is around 

his friends and feels the need to act out. Further, the use 

of alcohol lowers one’s inhibitions to using violence to 

solve a perceived problem.   

As noted earlier, the situations described above afford us 

some degree of control over situations because we know 
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the players involved. However, stranger-on-stranger 

crimes are much more difficult to manage, both from a 

victim’s perspective in defending oneself, and from law 

enforcement’s perspective in trying to find the perpetra-

tor. 

 

Human behavior and violent crime 
Understanding who these people are and why they do 

what they do  

It’s important for us to think about crime the way crimi-

nals do. It’s not merely a random act with a finite goal in 

mind. In other words, it’s often more than just “I need 

something, so I’m going to find out where I can steal it.” 

People who engage in criminal acts are repeat offenders. 

They commit a crime, and should they find success (they 

don’t get caught), the belief they can repeat the act is re-

inforced.  

 

Clearly, the more times they successfully complete their 

crimes and come away with the spoils of their efforts, the 

more motivated they become to continue these acts. As a 

result, the life of crime becomes their “occupation,” and 

some of them study and treat their “trade” as if it was a 

legitimate business enterprise. They study us all the while 

we are unaware, scoping out our houses, businesses, ve-

hicles, possessions…and us, including our children.   
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Like you go to your office and clock in to sit at your desk 

to get work done, they spend hours each day trolling, ob-

serving, and looking for openings where they can strike in 

ways that will net them their booty.  

 

They assess you as their target. For the criminal offender, 

the most dangerous time is when he first makes physical 

contact with you. He doesn’t know how you are going to 

react when confronted, and his goal is to gain control of 

you quickly. If he is unable to do so, his risk level greatly 

elevates because now he has to use force, a weapon, or 

threats to induce or force you to comply—all of which in-

volve more risk on his part. (The concept of risk levels will 

be discussed in more detail below.) 

 

When selecting a victim, an offender looks for someone 

who gives off an aura of being a victim. That is, he’s 

watching for an individual who does not radiate self-con-

fidence, who looks afraid, timid, disengaged, preoccu-

pied, and unobservant. This potential victim does not 

carry herself with authority and confidence. How do you 

avoid projecting these qualities? Be observant, look 

around and be aware of the space around you. Be cogni-

zant of people behind you or coming toward you. This 

does not mean you should be afraid; quite the opposite. 

Bottom line: awareness is the key. (More on this later.) 

 

Unbeknownst to you, some offenders study your habits, 

note your comings and goings, and watch your house. 

Now, with services such as Google Earth, they can do 

their work in the comfort of their own home, prowling 

online for homes in areas that provide clean getaway 
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routes. They can evaluate your property from above, 

zoom in and see what shrubbery you have that obscures 

line of sight from neighbors or police. 

 

Others are acting because an opportunity has presented 

itself: you’re alone, it’s dark, your car is parked in an iso-

lated area and you’ve entered a geographic area they’ve 

targeted. It doesn’t have to be that they’ve targeted you 

personally; to these opportunistic offenders, you are 

merely the next person to enter the area they have se-

lected. 

 

Offenders are not interested in ethical or moral issues of 

what is right or wrong. They are only concerned with 

what’s good for them. They seek instant gratification—

whether that’s the feeling they get when using drugs pur-

chased with money stolen from you, or from the chal-

lenge and act of stealing, it’s all about obtaining the 

most—with the least amount of effort. 

 

Measuring your risk 

The concept of risk levels 

Everyone is at some risk for becoming the victim of a vi-

olent crime.  Most of us are at a low risk.  That is because 

we do not engage in high risk behaviors like criminal ac-

tivity, illegal drug activity, hitchhiking, prostitution, and 

walking alone in desolate and isolated areas.  

 

Risk cuts both ways. Offenders also need to engage in 

some level of risk in order to commit a crime. The higher 
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the level of risk for them, the greater the reward needs to 

be for them to take that risk. Ideally, we want to be at a 

low risk level—while forcing offenders into thinking their 

risk level for choosing us as a victim will be high. Unfor-

tunately, despite our best efforts, sometimes we find our-

selves in situations that elevate our risk, or what criminal 

profilers call “situational risk.” 

 

Examples of situational risk might include your car break-

ing down on the highway or having to park in an outlying 

area of a parking garage or mall, or traveling at night in 

isolated locations, especially on foot; another example 

would be unexpectedly returning home late at night and 

having to walk to your residence in the dark in relatively 

secluded areas.  

 

If you recognize that in such situations your risk level is 

elevated, you can take proactive steps to minimize your 

risk. You can have people meet you so you don’t have to 

walk alone. You can ask security personnel to accompany 

you to your cars if the area is dark or isolated. You can be 

more aware of cars or vans parked around or adjacent to 

your vehicle in a parking lot, and you can become more 

aware of your personal space when you are in public. 

(More on these safety steps below.) 

 

If you understand that crimes are not generally chance 

occurrences, you can become aware of those things you 

should be doing to protect yourself. Below are safety 

checklists—precautions you can take, along with actions 

that will increase your chances of surviving an attack. 
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These are not exhaustive lists. During the course of your 

daily life, if you think of something that’s not on this list, 

please send us an email so we can share the information 

with others.  

 

Spend some time thinking about the items below. They 

will help you form a common sense approach to making 

your everyday habits safer for you and your family. 

 

Personal Safety Checklist 
Keeping yourself and your loved ones safe 

 

First and foremost, don’t put yourself in dangerous situ-

ations. What does this mean? Generally, it means under-

standing what we outlined above and applying common 

sense. Specifically: 

 

1. Do not go places alone at night when you’re able 

to avoid it. You may be an individual who goes 

about his or her daily activities in a manner that 

makes you a “low risk” target. But if you alter this 

behavior in certain ways, you can inadvertently el-

evate your risk level. An example would be the 

mother who needs milk for her baby at night. She’s 

a low risk individual because she doesn’t engage 

in the type of behavior or activities that put her in 

harm’s way: she doesn’t frequent places where ne-

farious individuals hang out, she doesn’t use drugs 

or drink excessively.  
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Yet here she is, running out to the local store at ten 

o’clock at night, figuring it’s okay to do so because 

she lives in a safe neighborhood. But she’s just el-

evated her risk level. If she should get a flat tire, 

have car trouble—or any number of scenarios that 

could intervene while she’s on the road alone—

she is now prey to individuals whose desire is to 

do harm. Avoid putting yourself in these situa-

tions. It’s not worth the risk. 

 

2. Don’t carry your money in a manner that makes it 

clear to others that you’re carrying cash. In short, 

don’t give a criminal a reason to look at you as 

prey—don’t “flash the cash.” Pull out your wallet, 

quickly extract the needed bills, and pay. Then put 

your money away before walking out of the store. 

 

3. Don’t wear expensive jewelry—even expensive-

looking jewelry—when it’s not necessary. Remem-

ber, criminals are watching and observing, and if 

you are walking around wearing items that could 

net them a quick “score,” you are increasing the 

chances you’ll be victimized. Ladies, if you’re in-

tent on wearing jewelry for a formal event, put it 

in your pocket or purse while en route. When you 

arrive, go to the restroom and put it on. That keeps 

you from attracting attention out in the street or in 

the parking lot.  

 

4. Don’t enter parking garages alone unless they’re 

properly lit. If a garage is unusually dark, it could 
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be because the lights have been purposely tam-

pered with—to make you an easy mark when you 

enter, headed to your car. If a garage is suspi-

ciously dark, find someone you know and trust to 

walk you to your car—or ask for security person-

nel to escort you if there are any in the vicinity. If 

you still must enter alone, be alert and aware of 

your surroundings (refer to numbers 6 and 9).   

 

5. When you’re out at night, walk in the middle of 

sidewalks—that is, away from buildings, and 

away from the curb. This prevents someone laying 

in wait from grabbing you as you pass. Some kid-

nappers or killers use vans with side-opening 

doors. They snatch and grab, pull you into the 

van, and leave the scene before anyone has taken 

notice. Again, these people have perfected their 

art, so they know what they’re doing, and they 

know how to quickly subdue you. Avoid alleys or 

dark entrances where you can’t see if there is a ne-

farious individual lurking. 

 

6. When walking the streets, through parking lots, or 

to/from a place of business, particularly at night 

or in isolated areas, carry a weapon. No, we’re not 

advocating you walk around with a pistol in your 

pocket…but a car or house key, carried in a closed 

fist with the shaft of the key protruding between 

your index and middle fingers, makes a relatively 

effective and unexpected weapon that can cut and 

wound someone who grabs you from behind. If 

your key ring permits it, splay more than one key 
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between all your fingers and strike with a closed 

fit.  

 

7. Don’t sit in your garage with the door open while 

chatting on your cell phone. You don’t want to get 

out of your car and find someone standing there, 

ready to strike. Take the call inside—or close the 

garage door (and shut your engine) immediately 

upon entering.  

 

8. Don’t accompany strangers, no matter how harm-

less they may seem. Ted Bundy, one of the most 

notorious serial killers, looked like a clean-cut, 

well-mannered man. He was bright and preyed on 

women who let down their guard around him. He 

was less threatening than a shaved-head, bearded, 

tattoo-riddled biker, but he was infinitely more 

dangerous. Thus, if a stranger asks you to accom-

pany him, for any reason—even if it’s to lend 

needed assistance—politely decline. He can call 

911 if he needs help that badly. 

 

This situation is akin to parents telling their chil-

dren not to go with strangers who claim they’ve 

lost their puppy and need help finding it. We know 

to tell our children to avoid these people, but adult 

to adult, we don’t always see the same danger lurk-

ing. 

 

9. Be aware of your surroundings. Remember, crim-

inals prey on easy targets. The easier the target you 

are, the more likely you’ll be chosen as the victim 
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compared with someone else who follows these 

safety steps. So what kinds of things make a crim-

inal’s job easier? Remember, this is their profes-

sion—they’ve likely done this before and have per-

fected their approach, so they know what works 

and what doesn’t. Simply put, they’re looking for 

a situation that will net them the highest chance of 

success. To combat this, be aware of your sur-

roundings. If you’re not, they can approach you 

without concern over you screaming, yelling, run-

ning, or striking out at them. Watch for people 

who are following you. If you’re suspicious of a 

person, cross the street; if they still appear to be 

shadowing you, quickly find a lighted place where 

people are congregated. If you make yourself a 

more difficult mark, the criminal will hopefully 

leave you alone and will, undoubtedly, look for 

someone else who is more vulnerable. 

 

10. Use the panic button on your car’s key fob remote, 

if it’s so equipped. This button sets off your car 

alarm and will disorient an offender. When walk-

ing to your vehicle alone, have the remote handy 

so you can press the panic button immediately. 

The first few seconds when it goes off may be all 

you need to survive. If you return to your car with 

an armload of packages, or if you have young chil-

dren to strap into car seats, stay aware of your sur-

roundings. Keep glancing around to ensure no one 

is approaching you. 
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11. Pepper spray can be an effective deterrent as well. 

It’s readily available and classes on proper usage 

can be found at your local police department, 

community college, or self-defense stores. 

YouTube has videos demonstrating proper tech-

niques. (Note: the UK does not allow you to carry 

pepper spray and will confiscate it if you enter the 

country with it.) 

 

12. If you’re going out alone, make sure someone 

knows where you’re going and who’ll you’ll be 

with.  

 

13. Carry a cell phone with a charged battery. Our 

phones have morphed into pocket computers but 

the problem is, everything drains the battery: that 

beautiful display, the always-on internet, Blue-

tooth, wireless, email and news push notifications, 

streaming videos or music, and especially naviga-

tion and mapping apps. 

 

In addition, they go into roam mode when recep-

tion is diminished. The phone constantly searches 

for a nearby cell tower; if it finds a tower owned 

by a different provider, it goes into roam, which 

often uses an analog signal. Both the constant 

searching and roaming on another provider’s net-

work drains the battery more quickly. Thus, you 

may have left your home with a full charge, but 

when you pull out your phone to call for help be-

cause you have a flat tire or see someone suspi-

cious, your phone is dead.  
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Solution:  buy a charge case that you can slip onto 

your phone. When the battery gets low, you press 

the case’s power button and charging begins. Al-

ternatively, carry a slim external power supply you 

can use no matter where you are. Amazon sells 

dozens of such inexpensive devices and they work 

very well. Just remember to charge it up after us-

ing it. 

 

14. Know where you’re going before leaving your 

house or restaurant. Getting directions ahead of 

time prevents you from wandering around and ap-

pearing lost—or staring at the map on your 

phone—instead of paying attention to your sur-

roundings. The same goes for driving in your car. 

If you don’t know where you’re going, or if you’re 

driving in unfamiliar areas, you could easily make 

wrong turns and end up in neighborhoods that are 

not safe. Unfortunately, GPS devices don’t have 

“high crime area” warnings. 

 

15. Appear confident and able. Walk tall, make eye 

contact, and project a sense of confidence. The op-

posite of this gives the impression you’re an easy 

mark who won’t put up a fight. 

 

16. Put up a fight. If you’re approached by someone, 

and you sense that something is not right, don’t 

wait for it to “go south” before acting. Look them 

confidently in the eye and ask them what the hell 

they’re doing—and say it loud. Don’t be afraid to 
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scream. Yell. Make noise. Personal safety expert 

Michael Bloom says, “It’s better to be rude and 

wrong than polite and right—that is, injured.”  

 

17. If you find yourself in a dangerous situation with 

an offender, making noise might not be enough if 

the individual has gotten you in a place where he 

has time to subdue you. You must then fight like 

you’ve never fought before. Kick, bite, pinch, 

poke, thrash…and yell—in a loud and dominating 

tone. Yelling focuses your mind, gives you confi-

dence, and attracts attention.  

 

Do whatever you must, as fast as you can do it. 

Do not think it’s better to wait for a better oppor-

tunity—because there won’t be one. Don’t believe 

what you read in books or see on TV. Once an evil-

doer has gotten you in his car, or in his grasp, your 

chances of survival have significantly diminished. 

So fight and don’t stop until he relents or help 

comes—and mean it. Tear skin. If you’re biting, 

bite to draw blood. Your life really does depend on 

it. You have roughly four to eight seconds to act—

as that’s about the time it takes an offender to 

strike, grab, subdue you and take complete control 

(get you into a trunk or a van, a cellar, or a back 

room). 

 

Remember, the offender wants immediate control 

and it’s your job to prevent him from getting it—

by any means possible.  He will try to minimize 

the resistance by saying he only wants your 
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money, that he won’t hurt you. Don’t believe it. 

He’s saying this to calm you and to gain control. 

Never, ever give up control! 

 

The most effective approach, according to Bloom, 

is using your knees, elbows, nails, and fists with 

keys (as described above). Use short staccato 

strikes with the weight of your whole body behind 

them. Strike through the target, and don’t stop un-

til the police pull you off him. 

 

18. A car pulls up behind you with flashing lights. It 

looks like a police car. But you’re in a location 

where it’s dark and deserted. Do not pull over. In-

stead, acknowledge them with a hand signal and 

indicate that you’re going to keep driving. When 

you find a well-lighted place with people around, 

pull over. If it’s a legitimate law enforcement of-

ficer, he will understand and will not have a prob-

lem with you doing this. If he’s an imposter, he 

will not likely want to pursue you in a populated 

area. Lock the door, roll the window down only 

an inch or so and ask for their law enforcement ID. 

Keep the engine running in case you need to bolt. 

Call the officer’s police department, if in doubt, to 

verify his identity. Do not let down your guard un-

til you are sure the officer is legitimate. 

 

19. Child safety. An entire book can be written on this, 

but it’s important to note that most crimes, partic-

ularly against kids, are perpetrated by family, 

friends, teachers, clergy, neighbors, co-workers, 
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etc.—that is, someone you or your children know 

and trust. This is a difficult concept for children to 

grasp. You don’t want them to be afraid of adults, 

but it’s important for them to know there are dan-

gers out there.  

 

For older children, stress the importance of com-

munication. If you’re dealing with teenagers, who 

often express their independence by not sharing 

their whereabouts with their parents, explain the 

need for them to keep you posted on their comings 

and goings. Cell phones make this easier than in 

the past—but tell them that if you call them, they 

should take the call and not ignore it. They should 

also notify you if their plans change (when getting 

a ride home from someone, for example, they 

should call or text you and let you know). 

 

20. The profiling unit has a division devoted to child 

abductions. The best defense is, obviously, to pre-

vent an abduction before it happens. For younger 

children, role play with them so they understand 

they are never to talk to strangers. Make them 

aware of the typical ploys criminals use, wherein 

a stranger will offer candy (or some other induce-

ment) if they come with them, or who will claim 

he needs help finding his lost puppy.  

 

Another tactic is for the offender to approach the 

child and tell him he’s a friend of his mother’s, and 

that his father was hurt in an accident. He tells the 

child his mother asked him to pick up the child 
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and take him to the hospital. The overriding rule: 

your children should never go anywhere with a 

stranger. Ever. Rather, they should yell and run in 

the opposite direction. And as with an adult, if 

they’re grabbed, they need to fight back—loudly—

in any way possible. 

 

 

Home Safety Checklist 
Your home is your castle. You don’t need a moat, but com-

mon sense tips can work wonders. 

 

Back when you were a kid playing tag, you could always 

run to home base and escape from your pursuers. It was 

where you were safe, where no one could, literally, touch 

you. In reality, your home should be a place where your 

ultimate safety lies. If you pay attention to some simple 

steps, you can maximize the chances it’ll remain that safe 

haven you want it to be. 

 
1. Lock your doors and windows. If you have a 

ground floor or live on the first floor, do not 

leave your windows open when you leave the 

room. This is easy entrance for any criminal: 

an open window is like an unlocked door, only 

worse—because it’s plainly visible as an easy 

mark from the outside. A criminal doesn’t 

know a door is unlocked unless he tries the 

knob. 
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2. Get a dog. Dogs bark, they make noise, and 

they protect you. Simply put, you’re their meal 

ticket. Thus, even the laziest and least intelli-

gent of dogs are motivated, at an innate level, 

to keep you around. And they protect their 

turf. Their hearing is five times better than hu-

mans, so they will sense a trespasser before you 

would even know he is in the vicinity. Beyond 

that, a dog represents an obstacle the criminal 

must weigh when determining if he wants to 

target you. For the offender, there will always 

be another home that does not have a dog—

making the choice to leave yours alone an easy 

one.  

 

3. Install good lighting around your house. If 

someone wants to steal from you or do harm 

after dark, they certainly would prefer not to 

do it in the light, which increases their chances 

of getting caught. If you’re concerned about 

electricity usage, putting the lights on motion 

sensors is helpful because it turns the lights on 

when movement is detected. Alternatively, 

you can put the lights on light sensors so they 

come on when dusk sets in and go off when the 

sun rises. 

 

4. Trim bushes to a low level, to give clear line of 

sight of the immediate area. If you make it dif-

ficult for a criminally inclined individual to 

hide or lay in wait, they may choose some-

where else to hit that’s an easier mark. 
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5. Draw curtains, blinds or shutters when night 

falls. When it’s dark outside and the lights are 

on inside, the interior of a home is easily seen. 

Closing window coverings prevents offenders 

from seeing into your home and taking note of 

who is at home, how many people are there, 

the ages of your children, where you’re lo-

cated, etc. 

 

6. Install a burglar alarm. The costs of an alarm 

have come down significantly because of wire-

less technology, which has largely eliminated 

the need for running wires. If you can afford to 

have it monitored by an outside agency, they 

will notify the police if your alarm goes off. At 

the very least, even without monitoring, a blar-

ing alarm increases the risk a criminal will get 

caught. Most offenders would thus prefer to 

find a house with lesser risk—that is, no alarm. 

 

7. Place a security camera in plain view at your 

front door and, if possible, at other points 

around the house. These have become signifi-

cantly less expensive, and you can now easily 

purchase wireless cameras. But—even if they 

have no electronic guts (i.e., they are 

“dummy” cameras)—the criminal may not 

know this. Hopefully, the presence of cameras 

will motivate him to seek out other targets. 
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8. Install a fisheye lens in your front door. 

They’re inexpensive and easy to install. They 

allow you the ability to see who’s at your door 

without opening it. Whatever you do, DO 

NOT open that door unless you know the per-

son standing there. Even if you’re expecting 

someone to arrive shortly, take a look through 

the lens before turning that knob. It might not 

be who you think it is. 

 

A higher tech option to the fisheye lens is an 

internet-based camera, like the Ring camera 

and app, that mounts on your front door and 

notifies you on your smartphone when some-

one approaches. Via the app you can see the 

person’s face. Many products also allow you to 

interact with him/her verbally to ask ques-

tions, etc. 

 

9. Are people really who they appear to be? Ap-

pearances can be deceiving—which is why this 

is a successful tactic used by criminals. If some-

one in uniform (law enforcement or a utility 

worker—gas, electric, water, etc.) comes to 

your door unexpectedly, without an appoint-

ment, ask for identification before you open 

your door. Call the department or company’s 

home office to ask if they sent this particular 

individual to your home—then schedule an-

other time for the individual to return.  
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No one should enter your house without a pre-

arranged appointment unless it’s an emer-

gency. And if it’s an emergency, and there’s a 

police officer at your door, he or she will un-

derstand if you call their department to con-

firm the need for them to be there. Another 

common tactic is for an imposter to ask to use 

your restroom or your telephone, or to get a 

drink of water on a hot day. Sorry—the answer 

must be no. No exceptions, no matter what 

they say. 

 

10. Do not open your door to solicitors, no matter 

how many pages of official looking papers they 

hold up to your fisheye lens (or camera). Many 

of the companies who hire these armies of so-

licitors do not do background checks on the 

people they hire as independent contractors to 

solicit you. They bus them around the country 

and unleash them on your neighborhood. 

There are documented cases of women being 

raped by people working for these companies. 

Once you open your door and give them entry 

to your home, you’re at a distinct disad-

vantage.  

 

11. When no one is home, put your lights on tim-

ers. Timers plug into the wall and your lamp 

plugs into the device. You then set the times 

for when the lamp will turn on and off. Spend 

a little extra for the kind that allows you to 

have the light go on/off multiple times through 
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the evening hours and put a timer in different 

rooms of your house. Varying the times gives 

the appearance that someone is at home. 

While not foolproof, it’s better than a darkened 

house that yells, “No one’s home.” 

 

Again, technology has simplified this greatly. 

Smartplugs, which operate through devices 

like Alexa and Google Home allow you to re-

motely control the lights or set a schedule for 

them to go on and off as you desire. 

 

12. Ask your neighbor to pick up newspapers and 

flyers left in front of your house. A pile of 

newspapers is a telltale sign you’re away. It’s 

better to have this neighbor take in your mail 

as well. It’s possible to place a hold on your 

mail and newspapers, but keep in mind that 

sometimes criminals work in tandem with peo-

ple who are employed at companies/post of-

fices that take vacation requests for newspaper 

and mail holds. Placing holds is better than 

having the papers pile up at your house, but 

there is some risk involved. 

 

13. When being picked up by a car service or taxi 

for the airport, if you live in a residential neigh-

borhood, keep in mind that the driver now 

knows what house you live in and that you’re 

headed out of town for a period of time. Bad 

deal. It’s better to have them call you when 

they arrive. You can then wheel your suitcases 
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down the street and meet them there. And 

don’t give your address when scheduling the 

car. Give them the intersection where you’ll 

meet them.  

 

Obviously, the same applies to Uber and Lyft. 

If it’s safe for you to do so, move the pickup 

location slightly so that it’s difficult for the 

driver to know the house or apartment build-

ing in which you live.  
 

 

Protecting yourself from cyber crime 

Who does it, what it means to you and your life; prevention 

There are many components to cybercrime. The first key 

concept to understand is that if you’re connected to the 

Internet in any way—and just about all of us are these 

days—your personal data is at risk. Second, these crimi-

nals are often not lone wolves; they’re part of highly com-

plex networks. By definition, it’s organized crime. If they 

want in, they’re going to get in. It’s a matter of how mo-

tivated the criminals are, what kind of target you present, 

and how easy you make it for them. 

 

Identity theft  

One of the most pervasive forms of cybercrime is identity 

theft, which affects at least thirteen million Americans 
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each year, at a cost to individuals and businesses of be-

tween $37 and $56 billion. According to a study by Jave-

lin Strategy & Research, there’s a new victim every two 

seconds. 

How mainstream has identity theft become? Social Secu-

rity numbers (“SSN”) have been auctioned on eBay, and 

an Internet search for “fake ID” yields dozens of offshore 

operations hawking holographic identification cards that 

look authentic.  

Who is behind identity theft? Crack, heroin, and metham-

phetamine addicts use it to fund their habits. Global or-

ganized crime syndicates rake in billions. And then there 

are individual hackers who look to this as their “career.” 

Identity theft has become an international problem: rings 

of thieves based in countries such as Russia steal, and 

then sell, your personal information in vast criminal net-

works. A few years ago, law enforcement busted a profes-

sionally organized collective that utilized a corporate ex-

ecutive structure and a web-based login system that al-

lowed criminals to purchase blocks of stolen identity in-

formation for predetermined prices. 

 

Country-sanctioned computer hacking  

Close behind identify theft is country-sanctioned com-

puter hacking. These hackers aren’t your old-time pim-

ple-faced geeks holed away in a basement. They are gov-

ernment-sponsored hacker armies that plant malware on 

computers worldwide designed to commandeer your 
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credit card and identify information; they park stolen in-

formation on the PCs and Macs of innocent people, then 

pick up the information at a later date. This stolen identity 

information is used to fund terrorism and government op-

erations. Although China has denied it, industry security 

professionals have identified them as one of the prime cul-

prits. North Korean and Iranian hackers have become ex-

tremely skilled at penetrating US cyber defenses. And 

then there’s Russia. There’s no shortage of bad actors. 

(More on this later.) 

 

The problem: data 

This is clearly a multi-faceted problem. First, a variety of 

personal information is exposed on the web by individu-

als, companies, and government agencies. Identity 

thieves can find this data using search engines in a tech-

nique known as google hacking. In one study, using 

Google for less than an hour, participants exposed sensi-

tive information on nearly 25 million people. They un-

earthed names, birthdates, SSNs, and credit-card infor-

mation. Google hacking has inspired the creation of how-

to web sites and books, which outline the process of sub-

mitting targeted search queries with specific commands to 

elicit sensitive information. Using one of the guidebooks, 

a computer user with average experience could master the 

skill in less than an hour.  

Companies that aggregate personal information on you 

take steps to protect that data to preserve your privacy—

but as we have seen in recent years, they are not immune 
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to hacker intrusions, despite their best efforts (more on 

why later).  

Some free email services have come under fire in the past 

because they search messages for data that they then ag-

gregate and sell to companies who market targeted ads to 

you. The younger generation tends to be more accepting 

of this practice because it’s part of everyday life and 

they’ve been brought up with it. There are also certain 

benefits to it. The problem is that once that data is col-

lected and tied to you, it can be used for means we can’t 

even conceive of at present because the technology to ex-

ploit that information hasn’t yet been invented.  

It’s important to note that the weakest link in all of this is 

us—people. Some of us are uninformed; some are over-

whelmed with work and life’s commitments that we do 

things quickly, often without thinking first. We’re hu-

man—which means we make mistakes daily. The hackers 

know this and they exploit it at every opportunity. We use 

weak (i.e., poor) passwords. We use the same ones for 

multiple accounts. We don’t change them. We email 

them to ourselves or a family member. And so on. 

One of the methods hackers use to take advantage of our 

inattention or mistakes is called spear phishing. Using 

this method, they create fake login pages that look exactly 

like the websites we visit. Our bank? Yes. Our brokerage? 

Yep. They then send us an email notifying us that there’s 

a new service we have to register for, or the company has 

updated its security protocols and they need us to login to 

reactivate our account, or there’s an unpaid bill—the ex-

cuses are numerous and often seem important and time 
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sensitive. We’ve got a million things that have to get 

done, so fine, we’ll take a minute to do this quickly and 

get it off our desk.  

So we click the link, login, and we’re told our changes 

were successful. We close out the webpage and we’re on 

to our next task—that phone call we needed to make. But 

unbeknownst to us, the official looking website was fake 

and we’ve given this criminal hacking network our 

username and password, and thus access to confidential 

information (including account numbers, security ques-

tions, home address, etc.). They can then repeat the pro-

cess, using this information to craft even more convincing 

phishing pages, until they have stolen significant amounts 

of data.  

Worse still, going to that website could automatically in-

stall a malware program on our computer, setting off a 

chain of events that could have dramatic consequences—

for us personally and our company if we’ve accessed that 

email and/or website at work—or if our device is allowed 

onto the corporate network. PC or Mac, it doesn’t matter. 

Malware is an equal opportunity destroyer. 

Another area of concern is a tracking technology that 

you probably haven’t heard much about—nor has Con-

gress, apparently, because they have not yet outlawed it. 

At present, it’s impossible to protect yourself from it, 

since it’s tied to a unique combination of identifiers from 

your computer’s hardware. At the time of this writing, it’s 

just now being studied in terms of potential abuses and 
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what can be done to prevent it from being used as a track-

ing device. The point is, with technology changing 

weekly, challenges will continue to confront us.  

Finally, as mentioned previously, foreign countries that 

have been regularly launching cyberattacks against the 

US and its companies. Although it reached the public 

awareness a few years ago, it’s been going on much 

longer.  

The problem is that these attacks have gotten more perva-

sive, and they’re being launched successfully by enemy 

states (e.g., Iran and North Korea), as well as China and 

Russia. The offenders’ goals are to: steal corporate se-

crets; get into government sites in preparation for future 

attacks; launch denial of service attacks; steal personal in-

formation (which facilitates identity theft and nets finan-

cial income); steal military secrets and blueprints, com-

promising our national security.  

These attacks occur daily, and most go unreported be-

cause no one wants to declare that their systems have 

been hacked—it’s bad for business and it’s bad for the 

government to admit it’s been compromised. China, un-

fortunately, is a major offender, even though they con-

tinue to deny it. Most egregiously, they stole the blue-

prints for our two most advanced fighter jets, the F-22 and 

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, which the Pentagon spent $332 

billion to develop. Yes, you read that correctly. And 

China merely stole it—and then built their own jets based 

on these designs, and they’ve recently begun flying one of 

them, the J-31. 
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The US has stepped up its defenses, but FBI executive as-

sistant director Shawn Henry stated in April 2012 that 

cyber criminals are too smart, and our defensive measures 

too weak, to stop them. He stated that a secure unclassi-

fied computer network does not exist in the US. 

Peter Navarro, White House trade advisor, stated in 2018 

that China has targeted America’s industries of the future: 

aerospace, robotics, and artificial intelligence. (Alan ad-

dressed this very issue in Dark Side of the Moon, OPSIG 

Team Black #4.) 

 

Solutions 

We’re not going to solve America’s cybercrime issues, but 

there are some steps you can take to protect yourself. 

While you can’t do much about your personal data hang-

ing out on the Internet (and its resulting vulnerability), 

there are companies that you can pay to monitor your fi-

nancial accounts and alert you if there is a problem.  

Moreover, there are also things you can do to help your-

self thwart identity thieves. Here are 24 tips; not all will 

apply to you, but many will prove invaluable: 

1. Obtain a locking mailbox. Thieves troll neighbor-

hoods looking for billing or financial statements, 

checks, credit card offers, and the like. If any of 

these are taken from your unlocked box, you’re in 

for years of headaches. The criminals can have 

checks printed for your checking account (which 
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then get sold to accomplices), they can accept 

credit card offers—and then change the address so 

you never see the bills, and so on. 

 
  

2. Do not list your address or phone number on 

your checks. Your names are sufficient and banks 

will comply with this request. (Note: if you use 

online banking, the address of record on your ac-

count will likely be printed on the checks the bank 

mails on your behalf.) 

 
 

3. Do not list your home address on your driver’s 

license or any other ID in your wallet. Wallets are 

lost and stolen, and the last thing you want is for 

the thief to know where to find you should he want 

to return for more. 

 
 

4. Do not keep your home address or other per-

sonal information in your car. Cars are routinely 

broken into and/or stolen. Check your insurance 

and DMV registration cards; if your address is 

there, cut it out with a razor blade. 

 
 

5. Do not carry your Social Security Number in 

your wallet. More on this later. 

 
 

6. Obtain a shredder. Did you know that your trash 

is often sorted at state prisons? That means those 

pre-approved credit card solicitations you receive 

are passing through the hands of convicted crimi-

nals. Buy a cross shredder that slices and dices 

your sensitive paperwork and unwanted/old 

credit and ATM cards into confetti.  
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Here’s the litmus test: if a criminal came to your 

door, what wouldn’t you want him absconding 

with? That’s what you should shred, rather than 

just dumping it in your garbage. In short, shred all 

mailing labels that contain your name and home 

address, account numbers, paperwork with your 

kids’ information (schools they attend, etc.), bank 

or brokerage statements…and those pesky credit 

card or loan solicitations. 

 

7. Obtain a Private Mailbox (PMB) for use when or-

dering materials online or over the phone. This 

prevents you from listing your home address on a 

company’s server—which may be hacked or oth-

erwise compromised by shoddy security. (Change 

your credit card address to the PMB, because 

online orders might kick back your purchase if the 

shipping and billing addresses are different.) 

 

8. Don’t put personal information in emails. Email 

is NOT secure. A better option for home ad-

dresses, bank or investment account numbers, so-

cial security numbers, and passwords is sending 

them via fax (careful of public fax machines; alert 

the recipient of its impending arrival) or by phone 

(wireline is better than cell). While fax is not crim-

inal proof (it’s hackable), it’s a bit better than un-

secured email. 
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But don’t think that email is any different from 

passing around an unsealed envelope. Anyone 

who cares to look can do so. Likewise, your at-

tached documents are not secure unless they are 

password protected. Many financial institutions 

and CPAs use secure email systems for communi-

cating with you when necessary. Don’t wait for 

them to offer it. Ask. 

 

As of this most recent update, Microsoft’s Out-

look.com has implemented an encryption email 

feature. It’s new and we have not had an oppor-

tunity to test it, but this is an extremely promising 

development.  

 

A note about attachments: Microsoft Office offers 

password protection using very strong security al-

gorithms to protect the contents of its documents. 

Not all encryption is the same, however. The kind 

Adobe Acrobat uses (at the time of this writing) to 

lock down its PDFs is ineffective; Acrobat, in fact, 

warns you of this the first time you password pro-

tect a file: it states that third party software (non-

Adobe programs) might be able to open the “pro-

tected” document. Well, excuse us—that means 

it’s not secure at all.  

 

If you must send PDFs, a much better alternative 

we’ve found is Foxit Phantom PDF Business. Ac-

cording to our cybersecurity cryptographer, Foxit 
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PDF software uses the same encryption that Mi-

crosoft uses for Windows and Office, which is 

very strong. 

 

9. Your medical records are sometimes handled by 

an outsourced company—which could be in In-

dia, Ireland, or Pakistan. While you sign a privacy 

agreement with your physician, a transcriptionist 

in Pakistan could be typing up his or her reports. 

What’s in your medical records? Personal infor-

mation. Only provide your doctor’s office with 

need-to-know data. They don’t need your SSN or 

driver’s license number. 

 

10. Do not click on a link in an email you receive 

from your financial institution. As mentioned 

earlier, thieves send phishing emails that purport 

to be from your bank asking you to log in to your 

account to verify/update information or correct 

an error. They include a link to the page where you 

can access your account; but this link takes you to 

a look-alike website that’s logging every keystroke 

you make—and stealing your username and pass-

word. Protect yourself: go directly to the bank’s 

website yourself or use a favorite link you’ve book-

marked. 

 

11. Do not give out your SSN unless you’re dealing 

with the IRS or another government agency that 

demands it. For financial institutions that request 

it for identification, only give them the last four 
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digits. They’ll then ask for other identifiers they 

have in your record (birth date, mother’s maiden 

name, etc.). 

 

12. Call your credit card company or bank if a new 

card or an account statement is late. A missing 

card or bill may mean someone called the com-

pany using your name and changed the billing ad-

dress to prevent you from catching their shopping 

spree. 

 

13. Order a free copy of your credit reports once a year 

to check for errors: Equifax (www.equifax.com)—

yes, the one that was hacked and exposed the per-

sonal information of tens of millions of users), Ex-

perian (www.experian.com), and TransUnion 

(www.transunion.com). Many banks and finan-

cial/investing institutions now give you immediate 

access to your credit score through their apps or 

websites. Check it periodically to make sure the 

number is about where it should be. If it’s dropped 

suddenly, that could be a sign of cybertheft issues. 

 

14. Use a credit rating monitoring service. There are 

companies you can hire, for an annual fee, to mon-

itor your credit. Thus, if someone attempts to open 

a credit card or take out a loan using your SSN, 

you will be alerted. These services are useful in 

protecting you from unauthorized access to your 

account.  
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15. If you suspect you’ve been victimized, immedi-

ately file a report with local police, or the police 

where the identity theft took place. Get a copy of 

the report (or report number), as you’ll need it 

when filing a theft affidavit. Your bank, credit card 

company, and soon-to-descend collection agen-

cies will require this affidavit for each fraudulent 

transaction incurred. 

 

16. When choosing passwords, don’t use easily-ob-

tained information like your birth date or zip 

code. Do not use real words; include a symbol, a 

number, and a combination of capital and lower-

case letters. This used to be called a strong pass-

word, but such schema has recently been called 

into question. We discuss this in greater depth 

later in the section devoted to passwords and 

PINs. 

 

17. Watch your laptop or tablet. Your computer con-

tains more personal information than you think. 

Leaving the information unprotected—and your 

laptop unsecured in public places—is akin to giv-

ing a thief the keys to your private life, and per-

sonal data. Items to consider: LoJack for laptops, 

which places a piece of code in the computer BIOS 

(the computer’s hardware operating system) that 

allows law enforcement to track the laptop if it’s 

stolen.  
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Apple and Microsoft have incorporated features 

into their devices whereby you can remotely lock 

your phone, tablet, or laptop. You can also erase 

the data remotely. One key point to this feature, 

however, is that the device must be connected to 

the internet or cellular network to allow you to ac-

cess it.  

 

Your first line of defense is to password (or PIN) 

protect your device. Microsoft uses BitLocker 

(powerful encryption built into Windows Profes-

sional), which—when you turn it on—scrambles 

the data on your hard drive, preventing an unau-

thorized user from accessing your device…thus 

protecting your data. BitLocker can also be used 

on removable USB drives and SD cards. There are 

also other third-party encryption applications. 

 

18. Encryption software. As noted above, there are 

apps or programs that allow you to encrypt 

(scramble, and thus password protect) your hard 

drive. Information saved in these folders is una-

vailable to the prying eyes of thieves unless they 

know your password.  

 

Don’t forget about the easiest of all: Microsoft 

Word (versions 2007 and later) use the newer 

.docx file format, which allows you to encrypt 

your important documents with a password. The 

former head of the Office software suite told us 

that Word encryption was very secure. If you have 
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sensitive information, encrypt that file. It’s easy 

and only takes a few seconds to add a password to 

a document. 

 

19. Shred electronic files with personal data. With 

more banks and brokerages providing electronic 

delivery of documents, it’s important to be careful 

when deleting, or throwing out, these statements 

(or other files containing personal information). 

Merely deleting the file from your hard drive does 

not delete it. Let’s repeat that: hitting delete does 

not delete it. It places that file in your recycle bin. 

But emptying the recycle bin does not delete it per-

manently, either. It merely removes the com-

puter’s reference to that file. It’s equivalent to eras-

ing a chapter’s entry in a book’s table of con-

tents—but leaving the chapter in the book. You 

may not know where to locate it, but the chapter 

(your deleted file) is still there.  

 

Here’s the fix: a free program called Eraser (from 

Heidi Computers at http://www.heidi.ie/) elec-

tronically shreds any personal information left on 

your PC by writing over the data multiple times 

with ones and zeroes. Another favorite free pro-

gram is CCleaner (https://www.ccleaner.com). 

The paid version is inexpensive and is easier to up-

date (updates occur frequently). 

 

20. Use anti-spyware software and internet browsers 

with anti-phishing filters. Regardless of whether 
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you use a PC or Mac, spyware and phishing are real 

threats. Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari have 

anti-phishing filters. If you’re using Windows 10, 

the built-in Windows Defender is excellent. 

 

Alternatively, good anti-spyware programs include 

Spybot Search & Destroy and Malwarebytes Anti-

Malware. Both are free, but do not perform auto-

matic scans (that is, you have to manually run 

them) unless you purchase the paid edition. As 

mentioned earlier, CCleaner is a worthwhile pro-

gram. It securely removes cookies and temporary 

internet files as well as a host of other data you 

leave behind on your hard drive. Make sure to go 

into Options/Settings and enable secure file dele-

tion, then choose the level you desire. 

 

21. Use a secure browser. Chrome, Edge, Firefox, 

and Safari have private browsing modes. The con-

cept is that they prevent the browser from storing 

your history, temporary files, cookies, passwords, 

etc. related to that browsing session. (Since some 

websites view this material on your PC, your data 

is not safe, or private.) However, this is not the 

same as browsing in private; your browsing will 

not be hidden from an employer, an internet ser-

vice provider, or the companies/individuals 

whose websites you visit. 

 

22. Anti-virus software. If you’re using Windows 10 

and don’t want to employ the built-in Windows 
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Defender program, two good free programs are 

AVG Free and Avast Free Antivirus. These pro-

grams perform automatic scans and real-time 

email scanning. The free versions have ads and 

may constantly nudge you about the need to buy 

the paid product. There are other, paid, antivirus 

programs that work well and offer some additional 

benefits. Examples include TrendMicro PCcillin; 

McAfee; ZoneAlarm; Norton.  

 

What about Macs? They’re impervious to all this 

malware, right? No. The Mac OS is not invulner-

able to viruses or malware. The difference is that 

because Apple has a tiny market share, the virus 

writers focus less on it because the payoff is small. 

However, malware is another story: people are 

people, and regardless of what operating system 

you use, you are the weak link: if you click on 

something you shouldn’t, your data will be at risk 

of theft. 

 

23. Keep current on privacy and identity theft is-

sues. Consult www.worldprivacyforum.org, an 

excellent resource for keeping tabs on privacy in-

formation, issues, and pending legislation.  

 

24. Privacy policies are posted for your search engine, 

internet, and email providers. Is there any point in 

reading them? Generally, yes—because you 

should know how they’re going to use your infor-
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mation (and this includes your financial institu-

tions). Do they share it with (or sell it to) business 

partners, affiliates and subsidiaries? This is your 

personal information. You should be the one to 

choose how it’s used and aggregated.  

 

You may think it’s okay if they store the search 

you made for that new car, but when companies 

aggregate your data, they build an extremely com-

prehensive profile of you that can be sold to oth-

ers—your hobbies, purchases, beliefs, social activ-

ities, affiliations...there’s virtually no end to the 

info they gather on you. This is the first time in 

world history so much information about individ-

uals’ private lives has been available for sale. Hon-

estly, privacy is not what it once was. Whether or 

not it’s truly possible to protect your confidential 

information is a matter of debate. 

 

Paranoia? 

Have we crossed the line into paranoia? Consider this: a 

dozen years ago, when identity theft was beginning to be-

come a problem, one of us moved into a new house. The 

home builder erected a plain mailbox, and shortly there-

after our bank mailed several boxes of new checks to us. 

We only received one. 

The criminals, who drove around neighborhoods riffling 

through mailboxes for bills, credit cards, checks, and the 

like, stole the blank checks, created fake IDs, and used 

them at a variety of retailers including Safeway, Home 
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Depot, and Wal-Mart. They then printed more checks via 

mail-order check printers using the bank account number. 

They sold these checks to other criminals. Because of alert 

staff at Home Depot, a woman attempting to write a 

check was caught and arrested. Not surprisingly, the thief 

was a methamphetamine addict who lived about 45 

minutes away. It took a year and a half before credit agen-

cies and debt collectors finally stopped their harassment. 

The situation would have been far worse had they gotten 

hold of a social security number. If an identity thief gets 

your SSN, your credit is destroyed forever. In rare in-

stances, the government has issued new SSNs, but your 

destroyed credit on your “old” number does not get erad-

icated. Identity theft victims with impeccable credit have 

been unable to buy homes, cars, and other large-ticket 

items. 

It is our responsibility to take the necessary steps to pro-

tect our personal information. Just like we lock our doors 

when we leave home, we must lock the areas of entry into 

our personal information. Failure to do so could result in 

years, if not a lifetime, of headaches, wasted time, and 

ruined credit.  

 

Keeping your online presence secure 

We go about our normal day to day activities without 

much thought to the numbers and passcodes we use to ac-

cess our financial accounts. But if a criminal obtains these 

passwords, he can unlock vast amounts of money housed 
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in your checking, savings, brokerage, and/or credit card 

accounts. These passcodes take two forms: PINs, or per-

sonal identification numbers, and passwords. 

PINs are often four to six digit numbers that have been 

used for decades in financial transactions. The way 

they’re used, however, from newer, high tech ATM ma-

chines to the internet, has evolved. So has the technology 

behind them. This is both to our advantage and disad-

vantage; while we benefit from faster and better pro-

cessing, the criminals have learned how to exploit these 

advances. 

There’s little you can do to prevent theft on the technol-

ogy end. But there are a number of steps you can take on 

the mental end to thwart a thief from obtaining it:  

1- First, and perhaps most importantly, choose a PIN 

that’s not easily guessed. This seems obvious, 

but—as hard as it is to believe—nearly 11% of peo-

ple use the PIN 1234. Other frequently used PINS 

are equally guessable: 1212, 7777, 9999, 

0000…you get the picture. Don’t make a crimi-

nal’s job easier. Choose a number that has no com-

monly known relevance to you (like a birth year or 

anniversary year, which is likely posted some-

where online). 

 

2- Don’t share your PIN with anyone other than 

your spouse; in fact, if you’re speaking with your 

bank and they ask for your PIN, there’s a problem 

because they don’t need it to access your account. 
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Rather than providing it, ask to speak with a su-

pervisor. 
 

3- Don’t start your PIN with a zero or one, and don’t 

repeat numbers (like 5776). In short, if it’s easy to 

remember, it’s probably easy to guess.  
 

4- Don’t write your PIN down, unless it’s in a pass-

word-protected Word document or a secure pass-

word program; likewise, don’t keep it in your wal-

let or car. Note: the newer Microsoft Word docu-

ment format (.docx) is more secure than the older 

.doc format. It has other advantages as well, but in 

terms of security alone, a password protected 

.docx file in the latest version of Word is the most 

secure.  
 

5- Although many financial institutions have taken 

steps to house ATMs inside semi-secure rooms, 

data entry terminals in stores are not protected as 

such. Bottom line: cover your hand while entering 

the pin on the keypad to prevent others from see-

ing the numerals that you’re pressing. 
 

6- Don’t use the same PIN for multiple cards, or mul-

tiple devices (smartphone, iPad, etc.). 
 

7- Perhaps most importantly in a booklet dealing 

with personal safety: if a criminal obtains your 

PIN (such as by watching your hand movements), 

you will become a target: this type of offender will 

likely be motivated by money, so his objective will 

be obtaining your wallet. It’s not worth putting 
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yourself in danger. If confronted, hand it over. If 

you’ve followed our advice, you have no personal 

information in it so it’s a matter of losing some 

cash and enduring the hassle of replacing your 

credit and bank cards. Report the theft immedi-

ately so your accounts can be electronically locked 

down. 

Passwords, like PINs, are the keys to our transactional 

activities on the internet. But too many people opt for 

weak codes that are easily guessed, like “password” (no 

joke), “admin,” “qwerty,” or, as with PINs, the old 

“1234” standby. 

Passwords that are easy to guess are considered weak. 

Conversely, those that are difficult to crack are called 

strong. Often, cybercriminals use password-cracking 

tools that utilize algorithms and patterns to break the 

code. So what can you do to avoid a weak password and 

how do you create a strong one? 

1- Avoid using words that appear in any language 

dictionary. The aforementioned software does a 

quick search of known words. Eliminate this 

threat by using phrases that cannot be found in a 

database. 

 

2- As with PINs, don’t use years or other numbers 

that have relevance to you, your family, or your 

life. 
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3- Avoid using the same password with multiple ac-

counts. If an offender gains access to one, he 

would have access to the others as well. 

 

4- Don’t use words spelled backwards or common 

abbreviations. 

 

5- Generally, you want to use both capital and low-

ercase letters, numbers, and symbols (for example, 

a dollar sign or an ampersand). 

 

6- There are a number of conventions and tricks for 

creating strong passwords. Here’s one: think of a 

sentence you remember from your childhood. 

Take the first letter of each word and then add a 

numeral for the number of words in the sentence. 

Thus: Mary Had A Little Lamb Whose Fleece 

Was White As Snow becomes Mhallwfwwas11. 

(Don’t use this example as it’s for illustration pur-

poses only; it’s too simple and the number of 

words is eleven, which is a repeated number.) 

 

Other tricks like this one can be found on Ascen-

tor’s website or in this Consumer Reports article. 

After you’ve created your masterpiece, go to Mi-

crosoft’s Safety & Security Center to check its 

strength. Type it into the password field and it’ll 

automatically judge how good it is. 

 

7- Change your passwords periodically. 
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8- An alternative to the above are password manag-

ers. Many of these apps are free (with paid up-

grades if you desire enhanced features), but one 

that offers you a terrific feature set at no charge is 

LastPass. Briefly, you set a strong password for the 

app, which then stores or generates powerful pass-

words for all your websites or accounts. It will 

even sync these passwords across your devices—

something other free apps don’t provide. (If you’re 

willing to pay a monthly fee, your choices are 

much greater. But if you want a solid app that 

syncs across devices, for free, LastPass is one to 

seriously consider.)   

 

Wi-Fi and other tech-based threats 

You get to your favorite coffee shop and it happens to 

have free Wi-Fi. Terrific—you can do some work, listen 

to some music, or even Skype or FaceTime with family 

without using your precious cell plan data. 

But then you realize your accounts have been compro-

mised and your information has been stolen. How?  

Public Wi-Fi networks are open, meaning they are not se-

cured by a password. Anyone can join them. More im-

portantly, a hacker can see into your laptop, phone, or 

tablet when you’re on this unsecured network. And if you 

were unfortunate enough to log into your financial insti-

tution’s app, he now has access to your checking or sav-

ings account—and the password to go along with it. 
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Solution: there are numerous virtual private networks, or 

VPNs, that allow you to connect through a different IP 

(internet protocol) address. Thus, even though you’re sit-

ting ten feet away from the hacker, it looks like you’re 

across the country. You’re no longer using the IP address 

of the unsecured network, so you’re invisible to the 

hacker. These VPNs are not perfect—sometimes they can 

slow or botch your internet connection—but by and large 

they work and they keep your data safe. There are some 

free programs that do this, but it’s a complex piece of soft-

ware, so it’s probably best to pay for this service and use 

one that is constantly being updated and strengthened. 

They can usually be had for a low monthly rate and are 

available as apps on your smartphone and computer. 

We now know that using public Wi-Fi puts you at risk. 

Assuming you’ve corrected that by using a VPN—or de-

cline to use public Wi-Fi—is it still possible to have your 

data and personal information compromised while trav-

eling? Yes. Here’s how: 

1- Criminals can use RFID readers to capture infor-

mation off your credit and debit card magnetic 

strips that you’re carrying in your pocket or purse. 

Once they do that, they can duplicate your bank 

cards and drain your accounts. 

Solution: Use wallets that have shielding built into 

the material can block most such attempts, though 

certain cards, such as hotel room keys, use shorter 

wavelengths that can’t be hidden by these elec-

tron-busting barriers. But take what you can get: 
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protecting your financial cards from theft is an im-

portant step. A leather wallet with shielding is no 

thicker than a plain wallet—and they’re inexpen-

sive. 

2- You get to the airport, you have twenty minutes 

before you have to board, and your phone battery 

is at 5%. You plug your USB cable into the wall 

outlet, or one of the free power charging areas—

and suddenly your phone’s data is compromised. 

How can this happen? The outlet has been com-

promised.  

According to cryptographer Tomás Palmer (who 

helps Vail, Uzi, and DeSantos stay out of trou-

ble—and create some of their own), “Outlets are 

used for some home Wi-Fi setups, so transmitting 

data across an electrical outlet using current has 

been around for a long time. Most cables you use 

for charging your computer, tablet, or phone have 

both data and charging functions, which is why 

using the cable for data capture is possible. If the 

baddies own the pipe, then everything is at risk. 

It’s important to note that USB is forbidden in all 

its forms at secure locations because even a USB 

thumb drive can act as a store-and-forward device 

or as a transmitter.”  

Solution: Buy a portable power supply. They are 

now inexpensive and can be had for $20, or even 

less depending on where you purchase it and the 
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charging capacity you choose. This way, you con-

trol the power supply and no one can get at your 

phone’s data. 

 

Ransomware 

As the name suggests, something is taken hostage and 

ransom is demanded in return. In this arena, the hostage 

is your data and the ransom is payment, usually in the 

form of untraceable currency like Bitcoin. 

If you unwittingly click on an email attachment that’s re-

ally malware or click a link in an email that takes you to 

a fake website, you’ll launch a program that encrypts all 

the contents of your hard drive. You’ll then get a message 

on your screen that you’ve been locked out of your com-

puter—but you can unlock it for a price. Other than pur-

chasing the encryption key from the criminal organiza-

tion, there’s no reasonable way to decrypt the hard drive.  

Make no mistake: this is a multibillion dollar business and 

even the FBI has expressed grave concerns about it. Ac-

cording to Cisco’s 2016 Midyear Cybersecurity Report, 

90,000 individuals are ensnared each day by ransom-

ware—which they call the most profitable form of mal-

ware attack in history. 

According to the FBI, once the infection is present, the 

malware begins encrypting files and folders on local 

drives, any attached drives, backup drives, and poten-

tially other computers on the same network to which the 
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victim computer is attached. Users and organizations are 

generally not aware they have been infected until they can 

no longer access their data or until they begin to see com-

puter messages advising them of the attack and demands 

for a ransom payment in exchange for a decryption key. 

In fact, FBI Cyber Division Assistant Director James 

Trainor said that “These criminals have evolved over 

time and now bypass the need for an individual to click 

on a link. They do this by seeding legitimate websites with 

malicious code, taking advantage of unpatched software 

on end-user computers.” 

According to Microsoft’s Windows Defender Security In-

telligence division, “ransomware has rapidly evolved into 

one of the most lucrative revenue channels for cybercrim-

inals. They can launch ransomware attacks using ransom-

ware-as-a-service (RaaS). RaaS is a cybercriminal busi-

ness model in which malware creators sell their ransom-

ware and other services to cybercriminals, who then op-

erate the ransomware attacks.” As if that were not orga-

nized enough, profit sharing between the malware crea-

tors and ransomware operators is defined in advance.  

The average ransom charged ranges from three hundred 

to five hundred dollars—but a California hospital recently 

paid $17,000 to have its server reactivated. This prompted 

Senator Barbara Boxer to contact then-FBI Director 

James Comey about the Bureau’s success in investigating 

these crimes (it’s not promising).  
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Unfortunately, paying the ransom does not guarantee an 

end to your ordeal: sometimes they don’t hand over the 

key. Sometimes they demand more money. 

Solution: If you’re victimized, contact your local FBI field 

office and report the incident to the Bureau’s Internet 

Crime Complaint Center. 

If you’re a user of Windows 10, as part of the 2017 Fall 

Creators Update, Microsoft introduced Windows De-

fender Exploit Guard, a new set of intrusion prevention 

capabilities. One of its features, controlled folder access, 

stops ransomware by preventing unauthorized access to 

your important files. More information is available here, 

but in short, controlled folder access locks down folders 

and only permits authorized apps to access files. Unau-

thorized apps, including ransomware and other malicious 

executable files, are denied access to folders. 

Microsoft states that, as with all threats, prevention is key. 

This is especially true for threats as damaging as ransom-

ware. They recommend taking the following steps: 

1- Back up your important files regularly. Consider 

using the 3-2-1 rule: Make three backup copies, 

store in at least two locations, with at least one of-

fline copy. Use a cloud storage service, like 

OneDrive, which is fully integrated into Windows 

10, to store an archive of your files. You can try to 

restore your files from backup in the event of a ran-

somware infection. 

2- Install and use an up-to-date antivirus solution. 
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3- Don’t click links or open attachments on emails 

from people you don’t know or companies you 

don’t do business with. 

4- Make sure your software is up-to-date to avoid ex-

ploits. 

5- When browsing the Internet, use Microsoft Edge, 

which stops exploit kits, blocks pop-ups, and uses 

Microsoft SmartScreen to block malicious URLs. 

 

In closing 
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 

There’s a lot of information here—but remember, the 

concepts are important. If you understand how criminals 

think, you’ll start to see things differently—and figure out 

your own ways of protecting yourself.  

One important caveat: if, for some reason, an offender 

targets you and is determined to do you harm, he will find 

a way to accomplish his goal. Unless there are special cir-

cumstances involved, most criminals are not committed 

to targeting you specifically, and will be deterred by the 

safety steps outlined above. 

Consult this book periodically to refresh your memory re-

garding those items you may have forgotten. Most im-

portantly, we give you permission to share this document 

with those you know and care about. If you intend to for-

ward, email, or post the article in any manner, it must 
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be sent and/or posted in its entirety, and without alter-

ation.  

The safety tips discussed above do save lives—and a lot of 

heartache. Keep in mind that you often don’t know when 

you’ve been targeted, and when the steps you’ve taken 

have successfully warded off an offender. But whether or 

not you’re aware of how these steps may have helped 

you, understand these are tried and true methods. And 

they may just keep you alive.  

An ounce of prevention really is worth a pound of cure. 
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